Perceived control plays an important role for remaining cognitively fit across adulthood and old age. However, much less is known about the role of perceived control over and above common correlates of cognition, and possible factors that underlie such control-cognition associations. Our study examined whether perceived control was predictive of individual differences in subsequent 4-year changes in episodic memory, and explored the mediating role of physical activity and indicators of physical fitness, cardiovascular, and metabolic health for control-memory associations. To do so, we used longitudinal data from the nationwide Health and Retirement Study (HRS; N ϭ 4,177; ages 30 to 97 years; 59% women). Our results show that perceiving more control over one's life predicted less memory declines, and this protective effect was similar in midlife and old age. We additionally observed that higher levels and maintenance of physical activity over 2 years, better pulmonary function, lower systolic blood pressure (SPB), lower hemoglobin A 1c , and higher high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) also predicted less memory declines. Mediation analyses revealed that levels of, and 2-year changes in, physical activity, as well as levels of pulmonary function and hemoglobin A 1c and HDL-C, each uniquely mediated control-memory change associations. Our findings illustrate that perceived control, physical activity, and indicators of physical fitness and cardiovascular and metabolic health moderate changes in memory, and add to the literature on antecedents of cognitive aging by conjointly targeting perceived control and some of its mediating factors. We discuss possible pathways underlying the role of control for memory change and consider future routes of inquiry to further our understanding of controlcognition associations in adulthood and old age.
Perceived control is a general-purpose belief system associated with cognitive, mental, and physical health across adulthood and old age (Bandura, 1997; Lachman, 2006; Rodin, 1986; Skaff, 2007; Uchino, 2006) . For example, perceived control has repeatedly been found to be associated with shallower rates of decline in cognitive abilities, including memory, processing speed, and executive functioning among middle-aged and older adults Bielak et al., 2007; Caplan & Schooler, 2003; Lachman, 1986; Windsor & Anstey, 2008) . However, much less is known regarding the role of perceived control over and above common correlates of cognition, such as behavioral and biological health, and factors underlying control-cognition associations. Conceptual models of control outline that physical activity and biological health factors may underlie why perceived control is protective against cognitive declines (Lachman, Neupert, & Agrigoroaei, 2011; Rodin, 1986; Uchino, 2006) . For example, perceiving control relates to engaging in health-promoting behaviors and exhibiting better biological health profiles (Infurna & Gerstorf, in press; Lachman & Firth, 2004; White, Wójcicki, & McAuley, 2012) , which have downstream effects on cognitive functioning. Our aim in this study is to use data from the nationwide Health and Retirement Study (HRS) to empirically test conceptual models of control by conjointly examining behavior (levels of and 2-year change in physical activity) and biological health (physical fitness, cardiovascular, and metabolic systems) factors that are linked to cognition and possibly underlie controlcognition associations. We will additionally examine whether control-cognition associations and the mediators of such associations differ by chronological age. associated with cognitive functioning at one point in time and protective of declines over time. For example, cross-sectional results focusing on midlife in a U.S. study showed that individuals who reported higher levels of control were more likely to exhibit better memory, executive functioning, and processing speed . Longitudinal evidence has corroborated these cross-sectional findings, suggesting that perceiving more control over one's life circumstances is related to subsequently experiencing shallower cognitive declines. For example, longitudinal findings from the PATH Through Life Project revealed that perceiving control over one's life was linked to more positive 4-year changes in memory, processing speed and verbal intelligence in cohorts of persons in young adulthood, midlife, and old age (Windsor & Anstey, 2008) . Over a 20-year follow-up, Caplan and Schooler (2003) observed that people in young adulthood and midlife who reported fewer feelings of fatalism were more likely to report fewer cognitive difficulties in midlife and old age.
Behavioral and Biological Health Correlates of Cognition
Factors that represent behavioral and biological health are associated with cognition in adulthood and old age. The behavior factor targeted in this study is physical activity, which refers to one's involvement with, and engagement in, vigorous (e.g., running or gym workout), moderate (e.g., gardening or walking), and mild (e.g., vacuuming) activities (Levine, Eberhardt, & Jensen, 1999; McAuley, 1993) . Accumulated empirical evidence shows that individuals who are physically active are more likely to perform better on tests of cognitive functioning and report better physical health (Anstey & Christensen, 2000; Bielak, Christensen, & Windsor, 2012; Penedo & Dahn, 2005; Small, Dixon, McArdle, & Grimm, 2012; Yaffe et al., 2009 ). These findings map onto the vascular hypothesis of cognitive aging (Bielak, 2010; Casserly & Topol, 2004; de la Torre, 2004; Fratiglioni, Paillard-Borg, & Winblad, 2004; Spiro & Brady, 2008) , which suggests that physical activity affects cognitive functioning through increasing cerebral blood flow and maintaining the structure and function of the brain via keeping neural processing and synaptic organization efficient, adaptive, and plastic Colcombe & Kramer, 2003; Kramer, Bherer, Colcombe, Dong, & Greenough, 2004; Stern, 2002) .
Biological systems that we target in our report include physical fitness and cardiovascular and metabolic health. Physical fitness represents one's state of general muscle strength, musculoskeletal capacity, subclinical disease, and general vitality (Anstey, 2012; Anstey, Luszcz, Giles, & Andrews, 2001; Rantanen et al., 1999) , and is, among other things, often indexed with grip strength and forced expiratory volume. Limitations in physical fitness represent typical proxies for the presence of chronic disease, lack of resistance to external stressors, and cumulative biological burdens (MacDonald, DeCarlo, & Dixon, 2011; McEwen, 1998; Rantanen et al., 2003; Wahlin, MacDonald, de Frias, Nilsson, & Dixon, 2006) . Reduced forced expiratory volume is indicative of weakened pulmonary functioning, which decreases blood flow to the brain, leads to brain atrophy, and increases white matter hyperintensities, which, in turn, undermines cognitive abilities (MacDonald et al., 2011; Sachdev et al., 2006) . Grip strength refers to one's musculoskeletal capacity and is an indicator of one's physical fitness, and the absence or presence of constraining health conditions, which can also compromise cognitive functioning (Anstey, 2012) .
Cardiovascular and metabolic systems represent a constellation of interrelated factors that characterize one's overall vascular and metabolic functioning across various organs, including the heart, kidney, and liver (Grundy et al., 2005) . Poor management of one's cardiovascular and metabolic health is associated with increased risk for declines in cognitive and physical functioning, disease incidence, and mortality (Anstey & Christensen, 2000; Barter & Rye, 1996; Després et al., 2008; Khaw & Wareham, 2006; Kumari, Brunner, & Fuhrer, 2000; Verhaegen, Borchelt, & Smith, 2003) . For example, elevated levels of systolic blood pressure (SBP) and pulse rate (PR) are linked to an increased likelihood of exhibiting poorer levels and steeper rates of decline in cognitive functioning (Bender & Raz, 2012; Brady, Spiro, & Graziano, 2005; Qiu, Winblad, & Fratiglioni, 2005; Thorvaldsson et al., 2012) . Elevated blood glucose is associated with oxidative stress, hardening of arterial walls, and advanced glycation end-product level, which contributes to accelerated cognitive decline in old age (Yaffe et al., 2011) . Furthermore, low levels of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) can lead to atherosclerosis or the hardening of arterial walls and plaque accumulation, which obstructs or decreases blood flow and results in deficits in overall cognitive functioning (Stampfer, 2006) . Taken together, factors that represent behavioral functioning and biological health are associated with cognition in adulthood and old age, and our goal is to examine whether they show unique predictive effects for changes in memory when examined in a conjoint manner.
Behavioral and Biological Health Mediators of Control-Cognition Associations
Lachman's integrative model of perceived control Lachman et al., 2011; Soederberg Miller & Lachman, 1999) outlines that behavioral, motivational, affective, and biological health factors are possible mediators that link control beliefs to aging-related outcomes such as cognitive functioning. For example, people who report stronger control beliefs are more likely to have higher motivation to develop and use effective strategies to maintain cognitive functioning (Hertzog, McGuire, & Lineweaver, 1998; Lachman et al., 2011) . Consistent with the model, empirical evidence suggests that more perceived control is directly associated with engagement in physical activity and better physical fitness and with lower cardiometabolic risk (Infurna & Gerstorf, in press; Roepke & Grant, 2011; White et al., 2012) , which have downstream effects on cognition (Lachman & Firth, 2004; Spiro & Brady, 2011; Stampfer, 2006) . Up to this point, however, empirical studies have typically only focused on one of these underlying factors and primarily used data obtained at one point in time. The next steps to provide a more complete picture of control-cognition associations is to simultaneously test these underlying factors within the context of longitudinally linking control to cognition. Conjointly examining physical activity and biological health factors that underlie such associations will provide researchers with initial insights into possible pathways of how perceived control is associated with cognitive functioning. Furthermore, examining whether change in a mediator such as physical activity affects This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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control-cognition associations promises to shed light onto how mediation processes unfold over time, and will put us in a better position to disentangle the unique effects that level of activity and change in activity have. For example, persons who report higher levels of perceived control are more likely to view their health as controllable, resulting in acknowledging the importance of and consistently participating in physical activity over time rather than only sporadically, which could result in additional protective effects on maintaining memory. Ultimately, this route of inquiry will further our knowledge of systems to target in tailored prevention and intervention programs so as to protect against declines in cognitive functioning (for discussion, see Spiro & Brady, 2011) . More specifically, in an additional exploratory step, we examine whether behavioral and biological health factors may underlie associations between perceived control and 4-year changes in memory. First, sense of control is important in the context of physical activity because people who report higher levels of control are more likely to view their health as controllable, thereby partaking in the necessary health-promoting behaviors such as strenuous exercise (Bandura, 2004; Lachman et al., 1997; White et al., 2012) . Second, focusing on the role of physical fitness, empirical evidence suggests that people who perceive more control over their life were found to be in better physical health (Gerstorf, Röcke, & Lachman, 2011; Infurna, Gerstorf, & Zarit, 2011) . Third, perceived control is associated with better cardiovascular and metabolic functioning because people high in perceived control are more likely to initiate and persist with health-promoting behaviors, and to implement the available motivational and coping strategies needed to downregulate negative emotional states Lachman, 2006) . For example, perceived control is a psychological resource individuals can draw upon to help downregulate sustained periods of negative emotional states, such as depressive symptoms and negative affect, which can lead to deficiencies in one's cardiovascular and metabolic functioning (Danner, Snowdon, & Friesen, 2001; Rodin, 1986; Seligman, 1975) .
The Role of Age in Moderating Control-Cognition Associations
Theoretical accounts and conceptual models of control have long discussed that associations between control and aging-related outcomes (e.g., cognitive functioning and health) may be stronger in old age compared with young adulthood and midlife (see Lachman, 2006; Rodin, 1986) . It is possible that health-related activities prompted by control beliefs may have a larger impact later in life when the overall functional and health system has become more vulnerable and fragile (Rodin, 1986) . This falls in line with previous research examining control-health associations showing that perceived control is protective against health declines in older ages but not in younger ages (Caplan & Schooler, 2003; Infurna et al., 2011; Lachman & Agrigoroaei, 2010) . However, perceived control can be expected to be equally likely to have health implications in younger ages due to the importance of fostering one's perceptions of control to set people on a more positive health trajectory (Infurna, Ram, & Gerstorf, in press ). The empirical evidence thus far is very inconclusive about the direction in which control-cognition associations differ across adulthood and old age. Recent research focusing on midlife in a U.S. study did not find evidence to suggest that associations of perceived control with reasoning, executive functioning, and episodic memory were stronger in older ages . In contrast, Caplan and Schooler (2003) found that associations between fatalism and cognitive difficulties were stronger in midlife compared with old age. Finally, research from the PATH Through Life Project suggests that associations between perceived control and processing speed were stronger in the older age group (Windsor & Anstey, 2008 ).
In the current study, we will also examine whether underlying factors (i.e., behavior and biological health) of control-cognition associations differ between midlife and old age. One line of reasoning would suggest that associations between perceived control and mediators of cognitive change may be stronger in younger ages because the effects of mediators may take longer to develop and accumulate (Infurna et al., 2011, in press ). In older ages, losses in the health domain may have accumulated over time, become more salient, and thereby exert their effects more proximally on cognition. A second line of reasoning argues that possible pathways that link perceived control to cognition may differ across adulthood and old age. In old age, strategy use may be a possible pathway linking perceived control to cognition. For example, in an adult-life-span sample, Lachman and Andreoletti (2006) found that older adults with higher levels of control were more likely to utilize strategies such as word clustering for recall performance. In sum, our goal here is to disentangle the age-differential nature of control-cognition associations.
The Present Study
Our objective in this study is to extend insights into psychological, behavioral, and biological health factors that are linked to change in memory, and possible factors that underlie controlmemory associations in adulthood and old age. Although research has long shown that psychological, behavioral, and biological health factors are associated with better cognitive functioning, less is known about their conjoint effects and factors that underlie control-cognition associations. We use data from the HRS, which involves a nationally representative population of middle-aged and older adults and has obtained data on multiple behavior and biological health factors that allows for conjointly examining factors conceptualized to be linked to changes in cognition. In a first step, we examine whether perceived control is associated with 4-year memory change. We hypothesize that more perceived control is associated with less-steep memory declines. In a second step, we examine whether behavior (levels of and 2-year change in physical activity) and biological health (physical fitness: grip strength, forced expiratory volume; cardiovascular: SBP, pulse rate (PR); and metabolic: hemoglobin A 1c , HDL-C) factors predict 4-year memory change. In an additional step, we examine whether behavior and biological health factors underlie control-memory change associations. We hypothesize that the level of and change in physical activity and factors representing each of the biological health factors included will mediate control-memory associations. We note that our presented mediation analyses should be considered as an exploratory step, given the present design, because of nonrandom assignment and cross-sectional data on the mediators of interest. Mediation analyses stem from prevention and intervention research, in which participants are typically randomized into This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
a treatment and control group to ensure similarities in the groups prior to the initiation of the treatment exposure (for discussion, see MacKinnon, Fairchild, & Fritz, 2007) . In our study, the treatment or independent predictor (perceived control) was not randomized, with likely confounds that we did not account for that share common associations with behavioral and biological health factors and cognition. An example of this approach in the control literature comes from Reich and Zautra (1990) , who randomized participants into a control-enhancing intervention or not, and found that participants in the intervention group experienced increases in internal beliefs of control over time and that this was associated with improvements in mental health. We consider conditions for longitudinal mediation in the Discussion section, including possible scenarios for longitudinal mediation and bidirectional associations among the constructs of interest. Third, we will explore whether control-memory change associations and the mediators underlying such associations differ by chronological age. It is largely an open question as to whether, and in which direction, an age-differential pattern will emerge.
Method

Participants and Procedure
The HRS is a nationally representative probability sample of households in the contiguous United States of noninstitutionalized adults aged 50 years and older (McArdle, Fisher, & Kadlec, 2007; Soldo, Hurd, Rodgers, & Wallace, 1997) . The measures assessed cover a wide range of economic, sociological, psychological, mental, and physical health information. Over the 20-year history of the HRS, over 30,000 participants have been assessed. In 2006, the HRS introduced a new component to the study design-an enhanced face-to-face interview for half of the eligible households, where participants were given a leave-behind psychosocial questionnaire (for details, see Clarke, Fisher, House, Smith, & Weir, 2008) and the opportunity to provide physical and biomarker measurements (for details, see Crimmins et al., 2008 Crimmins et al., , 2009 ). In 2006, 22,422 participants were eligible to participate in HRS, and from this sample, half of the households were randomly selected to partake in the enhanced face-to-face interview: 9,570 individuals qualified for the enhanced face-to-face interview and 8,567 provided data for either the psychosocial questionnaire or physical and biomarker measurements. Our reduced sample is largely driven by missing data on some of the biomarker measurements measures (e.g., HDL-C, n ϭ 5,041; hemoglobin A 1c , n ϭ 6,507).
In the present study, we used data from 4,177 participants who (a) participated in the 2006 enhanced face-to-face interview, and (b) provided data on all of our measures of interest. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for the measures of interest. Participants were, on average, 67 years of age (SD ϭ 10.43) and attained 13 years of education (SD ϭ 3.01); 59% were women, 86% were White, 11% were African American, 3% were other, and 71% were married or partnered. Relative to those who participated in the enhanced face-to-face interview, but were not included in our analyses because of missing data (n ϭ 4,420), our participants reported more control (M ϭ 4.82, SD ϭ 0.93 vs. M ϭ 4.67, SD ϭ 1.01; F [1, 7, 622] Note. N ϭ 4,177. Grip strength was measured in kilograms (kg). Forced expiratory volume was measured in liters per minute (L/min). Systolic blood pressure was measured in mmHg. Pulse rate was measured in beats per minute. Hemoglobin A 1c was measured in %. High density lipoprotein cholesterol was measured in mg/dL. Waist circumference was measured in inches. Correlations above |.03| are significant at the p Ͻ .05 level. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
(all ps Ͼ .05). Although the effect size of the differences found was relatively small ( 2 Ͻ .01 for all comparisons), we note that our sample may be positively select in that they reported more perceived control and were younger, more educated, and more physically and cognitively fit.
Measures
Outcome. The target outcome variable was episodic memory, which was indexed by a sum of performance scores on immediate and delayed free-recall tests. Detailed information can be found in Ofstedal, Fisher, and Herzog (2005) and Gerstorf, Hoppmann, Kadlec, and McArdle (2009) . In brief, participants were presented a list of 10 nouns, and asked to recall as many words as possible both immediately after presentation and after a delay of approximately 5 min. Scores were calculated as the total sum (ranging from 0 to 20) of words correctly remembered in both tasks, with higher scores indicating better performance. We used episodic memory assessments from 2006 and 2010.
Perceived control. We used an average composite of 10 items that assessed one's feelings of control over one's life to index perceived control (see Clarke et al., 2008; Pearlin & Schooler, 1978) . Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agree with each of the items using a 6-point scale (1 ϭ strongly disagree to 6 ϭ strongly agree; e.g., "I can do just about anything I really set my mind to"). Negatively valenced items were reverse coded, so that higher scores reflected perceiving more control (Cronbach's ␣ ϭ .87). Perceived control was assessed in 2006.
Behavioral. Our behavioral factor was the level of and 2-year change in physical activity, which was comprised of three separate items assessing how often participants partake in vigorous, moderate, and mild activity. The specific item wording was, "We would like to know the type and amount of physical activity involved in your daily life"; "How often do you take part in sports or activities that are vigorous, such as running or jogging, swimming, cycling, aerobics, or gym workout, tennis, or digging with a space or shovel?"; "How often do you take part in sports or activities that are moderately energetic such as gardening, cleaning the car, walking at a moderate pace, dancing, floor or stretching exercises?"; "How often do you take part in sports or activities that are mildly energetic, such as vacuuming, laundry, and home repairs?" Participants rated each item using a 5-point scale (1 ϭ every day to 5 ϭ hardly ever or never). The items were reverse coded and averaged, with higher scores indicating more physical activity (Cronbach's ␣ ϭ .54). We used measurements taken in 2006 and 2008; level represents physical activity in 2006, and change in physical activity was modeled in our latent change score model as 2-year change from 2006 to 2008 (details on latent change score models in Statistical Analyses section). Substantively similar findings were observed when we first weighted the three items (vigorous activity, .9; moderate activity, .5; and light activity, .3) and then averaged them.
Biological health. Physical fitness was measured using two separate indicators. Grip strength was measured using a Smedley spring-type hand dynamometer in kilograms (Anstey et al., 2001; Crimmins et al., 2008) . The dynamometer was fit to the participant's hand, and the person was instructed to stand and squeeze the meter as hard as they were able to for a couple of seconds and then let go. Participants completed two measurements with each hand, alternating hands, while standing, or if a participant was unable to stand, the measurement was completed with the participant seated. The participants' maximum score out of their total measurement trials was selected. Forced expiratory volume was measured in L/min using a Mini Wright Peak Flow Meter with a disposable mouthpiece. Respondents were instructed to stand up, take a deep breath, place their lips around the mouthpiece, and blow as hard and as fast as possible. The interviewer recorded the value indicated by the pointer and reset the meter. Up to three readings were obtained at 30-s intervals. The Mini Wright Peak Flow Meter does not indicate the quality of the trials, and therefore we do not have information on quality of trial. However, there is information as to reasons for not having a complete forced expiratory volume reading. Reasons for not completing forced expiratory volume included the following: (a) the participant felt it would not be safe (n ϭ 77); (b) the interviewer felt it would not be safe (n ϭ 11); (c) the participant refused or was not willing to complete the test (n ϭ 177); (d) the participant tried but was unable to complete the test (n ϭ 9); (e) the participant did not understand the instructions (n ϭ 4); (f) there was a problem with equipment or supplies (n ϭ 44); (g) the participant had surgery, injury, or other health condition that prevented participant form completing the measurement (n ϭ 13); (h) an unsuitable location (n ϭ 14); and (i) other reasons (n ϭ 10). The participants' maximum score out of their total measurement trials was selected.
Cardiovascular functioning was quantified with participants' SBP and PR, which were measured using an Omron HEM-780 Intellisense Automatic blood pressure monitor with ComFit cuff (see Crimmins et al., 2008) . Respondents were instructed to sit down, with both feet on the floor and their left arm comfortably supported with the palm facing up. The cuff was adjusted to the respondent's arm, ensuring that it made direct contact with the skin; the bottom of the cuff was approximately half an inch above the elbow, and the air tube ran down the middle of the respondent's arm. Three measurements were taken, 45 s apart, on the respondent's left arm. We used the average of three measurements for SBP and PR.
Metabolic functioning was represented by three separate indicators. Blood acquisition and determination was performed using instructions and kits from Biosafe Laboratories (Chicago, IL; for details, see Crimmins et al., 2009 ). Blood was taken by pricking the participant's finger with a sterile lancet after cleansing the finger with an alcohol swab and analyzed for concentrations of hemoglobin A 1c and HDL-C. Droplets of blood were directly placed on specially treated filter paper, within circles printed on the paper. The blood spots on filter paper were then placed in special foil envelopes with a desiccant packet, and then within mailing containers, and then shipped to Biosafe Labs. Repeated measures within a specific laboratory run showed a coefficient of variation of less than 3.5% for HDL-C and less than 7% between runs (Crimmins et al., 2009) . During quality control studies, the correlation between finger prick and serum levels was 0.949 for HDL-C. Hemoglobin A 1c is a summary measure of blood glucose metabolism that covers the last 90 days. Waist circumference was measured with a tape measure at the level of the respondent's navel. Respondents were asked to stand up and remove any bulky clothing, and then the interviewer placed the tape measure around the waist at the level of their navel. The respondent was instructed to inhale and slowly exhale, and waist circumference was meaThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
sured while holding the exhale (see Crimmins et al., 2008) . Physical fitness and cardiovascular and metabolic functioning were assessed in 2006.
Statistical Analyses
Our research questions revolved around whether perceived control was associated with 4-year memory change and the role of physical activity and biological health factors in mediating such associations. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic representation of our model that shows when each of the factors was assessed. To address these questions, we used latent change score (LCS) models (see Ferrer & McArdle, 2010; McArdle, 2009; McArdle & Nesselroade, 2003) . In LCS models, the targeted outcome variable is the change score. The model for our first research question was specified as:
where Memorychange i ϭ Memory in 2010 -Memory in 2006; ␤ 0 is the sample-level average of 4-year memory change when all the predictors are zero; ␤ 1 is the effect of memory in 2006 on memory change; ␤ 2 is the effect of control in 2006 on memory change; ␤ 3 -␤ 5 is the effect of age, gender, and education on memory change, respectively; ␤ 6 is whether the effect of control on memory change differs across chronological age; and e i are residual errors. In a subsequent model, we included physical activity and biological health factors to examine whether they moderated 4-year memory change. For our second research question, we tested a mediation model in which behavior and biological health factors were regressed onto perceived control, and memory change was regressed onto each mediator (MacKinnon et al., 2007) . The model for research question two was specified as
where ␤ 7 -␤ 15 is the direct effect of each of the mediators on memory change. The effect for control on each of the mediators was specified as
where the mediators (e.g., level physical activity to waist circumference) are the outcome, ␤ 0 are the intercepts, ␤ 1 is the effect of control on the specified mediator, and e i are residual errors. A nonparametric resampling or bootstrapping procedure was applied using Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998 -2007 to test whether the indirect effect of perceived control through the hypothesized mediators (behavior and biological health factors) and memory change were reliably different from zero. To acknowledge the possible skew of the distribution of the indirect effect, our models did not impose normality assumptions (see Preacher & Hayes, 2008) . Table 2 shows results from our LCS models examining whether perceived control was associated with 4-year memory change. Results from Model 1 suggest that, on average, memory declined over the 4-year period (⌬ ϭ Ϫ0.82, p Ͻ .05) and there were sizable between-person differences in change after controlling for memory in 2006 ( 2 ϭ 6.59, p Ͻ .05). We observed that perceived control predicted 4-year memory change (␤ 2 ϭ 0.15, p Ͻ .05), suggesting that reporting higher levels of perceived control was associated with experiencing less steep declines in memory, independent of age, gender, and education. The perceived Control ϫ Age interaction was not reliably different from zero, suggesting that the protective effect of control on memory change did not differ across chronological age. Follow-up analyses also tested interaction effects of control beliefs with gender and education, but none of these terms was found to be reliably different from zero. Figure 2 illustrates that, compared with participants who reported lower levels of control (Ϫ1 SD; dotted line), participants who reported higher levels of perceived control (ϩ1 SD; block line) showed, on average, less-steep memory declines. Based on the estimates from Model 1 in Table 2, 
Results
Associations Between Perceived Control and Cognition
Behavioral and Biological Health Correlates of Cognition
We next included physical activity and biological health factors as predictors to examine whether they moderated 4-year memory change, independent of sociodemographic factors and perceived control. Results are shown in Model 2 in Table 2 . We observed that the effect of perceived control remained reliably different from zero (␤ 2 ϭ 0.10, p Ͻ .05). We observed that higher levels of and maintenance of physical activity (␤ 7 ϭ 0.17, p Ͻ .05; ␤ 8 ϭ 0.19, p Ͻ .05) were associated with less-steep declines in 4-year memory change. Because the physical activity construct consisted of three items, follow-up analyses included the three items separately, and we observed that the effect was largely driven by light and vigorous physical activity. Additionally, stronger forced expiratory volume (␤ 10 ϭ 0.002, p Ͻ .05), lower SBP (␤ 11 ϭ Ϫ0.004, p Ͻ .05), lower hemoglobin A 1c (␤ 13 ϭ Ϫ0.12, p Ͻ .05), higher HDL-C (␤ 14 ϭ 0.01, p Ͻ .05), and higher waist circumference (␤ 15 ϭ 0.02, p Ͻ .05) were all protective against 4-year memory declines.
Behavioral and Biological Health Mediators of Control-Cognition Associations
We next tested a mediation model to examine whether indicators representing physical activity and biological health factors mediated associations between perceived control and memory change. To begin with, we observed that perceived control was linked to level (estimate ϭ 0.21, SE ϭ 0.02, p Ͻ .05) and 2-year change in physical activity (estimate ϭ 0.11, SE ϭ 0. Table 3 shows results from the nonparametric bootstrapping technique, quantifying the indirect effect of control through each mediator. Most importantly for our research question, the nonparametric bootstrapping technique allowed us to quantify whether the indirect effect of control through each mediator for memory change was reliably different from zero. Analyses revealed that level of and 2-year change in physical activity, forced expiratory volume, hemoglobin A 1c , and HDL-C reliably mediated the relationship between perceived control and 4-year memory change. For example, in Table 3 , the total sum of the indirect effect of the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
behavioral and biological health factors is .12, of which level of physical activity accounts for .04. Our results suggest that the direct effect of perceived control onto memory change is (partly) attributable to physical activity, physical fitness, and metabolic factors. Figure 3 illustrates the mediation effects of forced expiratory volume on control-memory change associations. The mediated effect is the change in the regression line relating forced expiratory volume to memory change for a change in forced expiratory volume through a 1-SD increase in perceived control, as shown in the graph (mediated effect). Following procedures outlined by Preacher and Kelley (2011), we quantified the observed effect size for the indirect effect of perceived control through the level of and 2-year change in physical activity, forced expiratory volume, PR, hemoglobin A 1c , and HDL-C, which was .01, .01, .02, .01, .01, and .01, respectively. The effect size metric discussed by Preacher and Kelley follows the same distribution as Cohen's d, suggesting that all mediation effects were in the small range of effect sizes.
The Role of Age in Moderating Control-Cognition Associations
In a final step, we estimated a multiple-age-group model to examine whether the effects of perceived control, and the behavioral and biological health factors and mediation, differed between people in midlife (ages Ͻ70 in 2006; n ϭ 2,534) and old age (ages Ն70 in 2006; n ϭ 1,643). Table 4 and Table 5 show results from our multiple-age-group model. First, we found evidence to suggest that individuals in old age were more likely to experience stronger 4-year memory declines (old age, ⌬ ϭ Ϫ1.45 vs. midlife, ⌬ ϭ Ϫ0.33). Furthermore, in both midlife and old age, indicators of behavioral and biological health were associated with 4-year memory change. More specifically, in midlife, higher levels and maintenance of physical activity, higher forced expiratory volume, lower SBP, and higher HDL-C were each protective against 4-year memory declines in midlife. In old age, higher levels of physical activity, better grip strength, and lower hemoglobin A 1c were each protective against 4-year memory declines.
Focusing on possible age differences in mediation, we found that in midlife, the level of and 2-year change in physical activity, as well as grip strength, forced expiratory volume, and HDL-C were more likely to mediate the effect of perceived control on 4-year memory change. Conversely, in old age, we found that only level of physical activity was more likely to mediate the association between perceived control and 4-year memory change. However, in follow-up analyses, we used Sobel tests to help determine whether the differences were reliably different from zero and found that the differences between the mediators in midlife and old age were not reliably different from zero. We note that the associations were reliably different from zero for the middle-aged group and not for the old age group, but we cannot secure with statistical tests that these are indeed different from one another. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Discussion
Our objective in this article was to shed light on psychological, behavioral, and biological health factors that are linked to change in cognitive functioning and possible factors that underlie controlcognition associations in adulthood and old age. To do so, we used data from the nationwide HRS to first examine whether perceived control was associated with 4-year memory change. Consistent with previous research Caplan & Schooler, 2003; Windsor & Anstey, 2008) , we found that higher levels of perceived control were associated with exhibiting shallower 4-year memory declines. In the next step, we included behavioral and biological health factors, and found that higher levels and maintenance of physical activity over 2 years of time, and better physical fitness, and cardiovascular and metabolic health, were associated with less-steep declines in 4-year memory change. In an exploratory step, we conducted mediation analyses to determine whether physical activity (level of and 2-year change in) and biological health (physical fitness, cardiovascular, and metabolic) factors underlie control-memory associations. Results revealed that level of and change in physical activity, forced expiratory volume, hemoglobin A 1c , and HDL-C were contributing to control-memory associations. In a final step, we examined whether control-memory associations and mediators of such associations differed across chronological age. We found that the protective effect of perceived control for memory change did not differ across chronological age. However, we note that there was some evidence to suggest that the mediating effects of change in physical activity and biological health factors (grip strength, forced expiratory volume, and HDL-C) were more often evident in midlife than in old age. Our discussion focuses on pathways through which perceived control may be associated with cognitive change and targets directions for future research to more thoroughly examine the perceived control-cognition association.
Associations Between Perceived Control and Cognition
Our findings are consistent with previous research reporting that perceived control was linked to better cognitive functioning Bielak et al., 2007; Caplan & Schooler, 2003; Lachman, 1986; Windsor & Anstey, 2008) . We provide evidence that perceived control can be construed as a protective factor not only for health outcomes but also for changes in cognition in both midlife and old age. Our results demonstrate the importance of one's attitudes, beliefs, and motivations for cognitive functioning in adulthood and old age, and contribute to the growing interest in and discussion of risk and protective factors for cognitive aging (Spiro & Brady, 2011) . We found that perceived control was linked to 4-year memory change in the context of observing memory change that was similar to previous studies. For example, our findings of individuals, on average, declining 0.25 SD in memory over the 4-year time period is similar to research from Windsor and Anstey (2008) , who found in a sample of older adults aged 60 to 64 at baseline that immediate recall declined about 0.13 SD for processing speed and 0.04 SD for immediate recall over 4 years of time.
Interestingly, we observed that perceived control was protective against 4-year memory declines independent of behavioral and biological health correlates. The link between perceived control and cognition may also operate via pathways and correlates beyond that of physical activity and biological health. First, perceived control may be linked to better cognitive functioning through strategy use. For example, individuals with higher levels of control may exhibit better memory performance through the utilization of strategies such as clustering (Hertzog et al., 1998; Lachman & Andreoletti, 2006) . Second, perceived control may be associated with better cognition through decreased anxiety and distraction (Agrigoroaei, Neupert, & Lachman, 2013) . Lower perceived control may be associated with higher anxiety or expectation of failure, resulting in individuals putting forth less effort during memory tasks (Berry & West, 1993; Desrichard & Köpetz, 2005) . Third, facets of one's social network (e.g., social support, integration, or activity) may underlie control-cognition associations . For example, various theories of control argue that control beliefs allow people to mobilize social support, particularly in times of strain, thereby serving as a buffer against the effects of stress that have subsequent effects on cognition and health (see Antonucci, 2001; Juster, McEwen, & Lupien, 2010 ).
Behavioral and Biological Health Correlates of Cognition
We observed that components of behavioral and biological health factors were independently associated with 4-year memory change. More specifically, level of and change in physical activity, forced expiratory volume, as well as SBP, hemoglobin A 1c , and HDL-C were each independently associated with 4-year memory change. Physical activity was found to be one of the strongest predictors of 4-year memory change in our analyses, and these c = Total Effect a c' = Mediated Effect Figure 3 . Illustrating the mediation effects of forced expiratory volume on control-memory change associations. The mediated effect is the change in the regression line relating forced expiratory volume to memory change for a change in forced expiratory volume of 1-SD increase in perceived control as shown in the graph (mediated effect). The (a) parameter refers to the effect of a one standard deviation increase in perceived control on forced expiratory volume. The (c) parameter denotes the total effect or the direct effect of perceived control on memory change, independent of mediators. The (c=) parameter denotes the amount of the association between perceived control and episodic memory change that is accounted for by forced expiratory volume. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
findings are consistent with previous results showing the importance of remaining physical active in adulthood and old age and its implications for cognition (Anstey & Christensen, 2000; Hultsch, Hertzog, Small, & Dixon, 1999; Small et al., 2012; Spiro & Brady, 2011) . We found evidence to suggest that the effect of physical activity was primarily driven by light and vigorous activity. Our results focusing on vigorous activity are in line with previous research showing the importance of physical exercise for brain This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
health and cognitive function (see Colcombe & Kramer, 2003; Cotman & Berchtold, 2002) . Similarly, light physical activity in the form of passive, integrative, and novel information processing is beneficial for cognitive function (see Hultsch et al., 1999; Parslow, Jorm, Christensen, & Mackinnon, 2006) . Physical activity may be linked to cognition through various pathways, including biological and neuronal health. First, physical activity affects nerve growth factors and the ability to repair neurons and maintain health (Cotman & Berchtold, 2002) . Second, physical exercise can lead to maintenance of cognition over time through increasing levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and other growth factors, stimulating neurogenesis, increasing resistance to brain insult, and improving learning and mental performance . Furthermore, exercise mobilizes gene expression profiles that would be predicted to benefit brain plasticity processes (Cotman & Berchtold, 2002) .
Physical fitness-in particular, forced expiratory volume-was associated with cognition. Forced expiratory volume is a marker of pulmonary function that has previously been shown to be associated with better levels of and changes in cognitive functioning across adulthood and old age (Albert et al., 1995; Anstey, 2012; MacDonald et al., 2011; Wahlin et al., 2006) . Pulmonary functioning may have several pathways that underlie its salutary effects on cognitive functioning. First, stronger pulmonary functioning is indicative of better blood flow to the brain, which decreases white matter hyperintensities and brain atrophy (Sachdev et al., 2006) . Second, pulmonary functioning or, more broadly, physical fitness represents a proxy for physiological resilience that exerts its influence through physical activity levels (Cotman & Berchtold, 2002) .
In line with previous research, we found that better cardiovascular and metabolic functioning, as indexed by lower SBP, lower hemoglobin A 1c , and higher HDL-C were associated with lesssteep cognitive declines (Thorvaldsson et al., 2012; Yaffe et al., 2004) . Elevated SBP over the course of years can have cumulative effects for later cognition through atherosclerosis and impaired blood circulation (Kennelly, Lawlor, & Kenny, 2009; Waldstein, Brown, Maier, & Katzel, 2005) . Poor metabolic control may impair the central nervous system functioning and subsequent cognitive function. For example, poor cardiometabolic health directly affects neuronal health through glycosylation of red blood cells, which impairs perfusion and directly damages nerve cells (peripheral neuropathy; Yaffe et al., 2011) . Finally, we note that the effect sizes for the biomarkers were modest. One possible reason why biomarkers could have had a modest effect in our study is that biomarkers are considered an objective measure of health and may not have shared variance with subjective measures of control and health.
Behavioral and Biological Health Mediators of Control-Cognition Associations
Our findings suggested that perceived control may have broader effects in midlife and old age, especially independent of behavioral and biological health correlates of cognition. To elucidate some of the possible factors underlying why perceived control was associated with cognitive change, we conducted mediation analyses to determine whether physical activity and biological health factors underlie such associations. Our findings provide preliminary empirical support for conceptual models of control that have delineated that physical activity and biological health underlie links between control and aging-related outcomes, but have lacked the empirical evidence to test such claims conjointly in panel surveys. However, we note that we are only at the beginning of understanding the factors that may underlie control-cognition associations.
Along the lines suggested, we found that the level of and 2-year change in physical activity, and physical fitness and metabolic health systems, mediated control-memory associations. As a first pathway, we targeted physical activity and observed that both level and 2-year change mediated control-memory change associations. Findings provide support for the vascular hypothesis that engagement in physical activities can indeed protect against cognitive decline in adulthood and old age (Bielak et al., 2012; Hertzog, Kramer, Wilson, & Lindenberger, 2008; Hultsch et al., 1999; Spiro & Brady, 2008) . Our study demonstrates that perceived control may be a factor that promotes this process. Individuals who report higher levels of perceived control have an increased likelihood of partaking in and maintaining physical activity over time, such as strenuous exercise, which subsequently leads to maintaining cognitive functioning. Physical activity is likely associated with preserved cognition through better cardiovascular (i.e., lower blood pressure, better PR), physical fitness (i.e., better pulmonary functioning) and lower risk of metabolic syndrome (Infurna & Gerstorf, in press; Penedo & Dahn, 2005; Small et al., 2012; Yaffe et al., 2009) . We made use of a measure that assessed physical activity very broadly and whose measurement properties were less than ideal (e.g., Cronbach's ␣ ϭ .54). To reach the next level of insights, researchers should target specific activities and other health behaviors, such as diet, smoking, and alcohol. Is it partaking in strenuous exercise or is it the total amount of activity individuals are involved in throughout the day (e.g., as measured through actigraphy, Buchman, Wilson, & Bennett, 2008;  or through nonexercise activity thermogenesis, Levine et al., 1999) that have the most beneficial effects for cognition? Finally, the relationship between perceived control and physical activity is likely bidirectional, which should be disentangled further in longitudinal studies. More perceived control may be associated with increased likelihood of physical activity and, in turn, partaking in physical activity boosts one's ability and perceptions to attain desired outcomes.
We also found that physical fitness-more specifically, forced expiratory volume-mediated control-memory change associations. Perceived control is associated with motivational beliefs and processes that provide individuals intrinsic vigor, leading to better physical fitness (Brach et al., 2003; Rantanen et al., 1999) . Pulmonary functioning may result in better cognition via better blood flow to the brain, decreasing white matter hyperintensities and physiological resilience (Cotman & Berchtold, 2002; Sachdev et al., 2006) . In contrast to previous research, grip strength was not predictive of memory change and did not mediate control-memory change associations. Discrepant findings may be due to our onetime assessment of grip strength, whereas previous research examined wave-to-wave couplings at more frequent intervals (e.g., MacDonald et al., 2011) . Additionally, we included grip strength in our models conjointly in the context of other behavior and biological health factors, with shared variance across other factors possibly leading to little predictive effects. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Markers of metabolic, but not cardiovascular, health mediated associations between perceived control and memory change. Perceived control may be associated with metabolic systems through health-promoting behaviors (Infurna & Gerstorf, in press; Roepke & Grant, 2011) . For example, perceived control is associated with eating a healthy and balanced diet (i.e., lower sugar consumption, fewer saturated fats), which suppresses glucose production, promotes antioxidant functioning, and promotes pre high-density lipoprotein production, thereby providing protection against atherosclerosis and possible cardiac events (Penedo & Dahn, 2005; Selvin et al., 2010; Stefanick et al., 1998) . Furthermore, we found that one of our markers of cardiovascular functioning, SBP, was linked to 4-year memory change, but did not mediate controlmemory change associations. One possible reason may be that resting blood pressure (as opposed to dynamic assessments in the lab or throughout the day) may be a suboptimal operational definition to examine control-SBP associations. For example, perceived control buffers increases in SBP during times of acute stress, such as in experimental settings or among people who experience chronic stress, such as caregivers (Roepke & Grant, 2011) . Furthermore, our measures of blood pressure and PR were only taken at one point in time, which may not be reliable enough to exhibit associations with cognition. It may be that we need to measure blood pressure and PR repeatedly and concomitantly to show how they are interrelated with cognition (e.g., Schwartz & Stone, 1998) .
One way to advance the field further would be to examine multidirectional dynamics between perceived control, physical activity, and biological health. The mediation analyses focusing on biological health focused on one point in time (i.e., 2006), and to better understand such associations, research needs to test bidirectional longitudinal associations among perceived control with biological health factors (see Lindenberger, von Oertzen, Ghisletta, & Hertzog, 2011; Maxwell & Cole, 2007) . Mediation processes occur over time, and in order to better understand the role of perceived control for cognition, the longitudinal nature of controlbiological health associations needs to be disentangled further. First and foremost, researchers need longitudinal data on all the variables of interest to fully address the possibility of mediation (for discussion, see Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010; Maxwell & Cole, 2007; Valeri & VanderWeele, 2013) . There are several techniques that could allow us to address questions about temporal ordering (e.g., bivariate dual change score model, McArdle & Hamagami, 2001 ; continuous time modeling, Voelkle, Oud, Davidov, & Schmidt, 2012) or address third-variable accounts (e.g., propensity score matching; Coffman, 2011; Foster, 2010; Stuart, 2010; West et al., 2008) . The bivariate dual change score model permits for examining the temporal precedence among the variables of interest (Grimm, An, McArdle, Zonderman, & Resnick, 2012; McArdle & Hamagami, 2001 ), but still leaves open the possibility of unobserved factors to confound the observed relationships. Propensity score matching would be able to tackle the possibility of factors confounding the observed relationships. Second, based on the present data, we do not know whether mediation of the kind reported does indeed occur; to what extent it actually runs in the opposite direction, in the sense that control mediates the association between physical activity and memory change; or to what extent common causes affecting the mediator and the dependent variable are at work. This is in line with empirical evidence that suggests that the relationship among perceived control, the targeted mediators (behavioral and biological health factors), and cognition is bidirectional. For example, more perceived control is linked to engaging in more physical activity (Lachman & Firth, 2004; White et al., 2012) , which, in turn, may enhance or maintain perceived control through repeated successes and positive cognitive appraisals of one's own abilities (Bandura, 1977) . Additionally, poorer levels of or exhibiting declines in cognitive functioning over time may decrease feelings of control through memory lapses and the perceived inability to master and complete everyday tasks (Agrigoroaei, Neupert, & Lachman, 2013; Hertzog et al., 1998) .
The Role of Age in Moderating Control-Cognition Associations
Our findings suggest that the direct, protective effect of perceived control for memory change is consistent in midlife and old age. Our results are in line with previous research that has documented little evidence to suggest control-cognition associations to be stronger in older ages , but are in contrast to studies reporting that control-cognition associations are stronger in older ages (Windsor & Anstey, 2008) . Differences in our findings could be due to the measure of cognition. Previous studies that found control-cognition associations to be stronger in older ages focused on processing speed and cognitive difficulties, which could be more sensitive to differences by one's point in the adult life span. For indices of processing speed that involve a motor component, perceived control may be an enabling factor through the use of compensatory strategies (see Windsor & Anstey, 2008) .
As a corollary, our findings suggest that much can be learned from assessing whether associations between psychological factors and aging-related outcomes are similar across the adult life span (Deary, Weiss, & Batty, 2010; Smith & Infurna, 2011) . It may be that differences in physical activity and biological health factors begin in adolescence and young adulthood, which are then exacerbated in midlife and old age. For example, findings from the 1970 British Cohort Study found that higher levels of perceived control at age 10 were linked to a better health profile at age 30 (e.g., reduced risk of obesity, more physically active, and not a current smoker; Gale, Batty, & Deary, 2008) . Recently, the Dunedin study found that children with more self-control in childhood and adolescence were more likely to have a better cardiovascular health profile in young adulthood (Moffitt et al., 2011) . Similarly, research in children has shown that children who report higher levels of control are likely to exhibit lower levels of hemoglobin A 1c and higher forced expiratory volume (Griffin & Chen, 2006; Nabors, McGrady, & Kichler, 2010) . Therefore, a life-span approach can help contribute to studying how and why people experience different trajectories of cognitive change in midlife and old age. For example, vigorous physical activity may decline with age, but for persons who still manage to exercise in very old age, it may be associated with maintenance of levels of health and cognition.
Conceptual Implications
We explored the role of psychological, behavioral, and biological health factors in determining how and why cognition changes This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
in adulthood and old age. We next discuss future research opportunities to enhance our understanding of the interplay among perceived control, physical activity, biological health, and cognition in adulthood and old age. Our study was done over a macro timescale of years, examining how between-person differences in perceived control were associated with between-person differences in memory change (for discussion, see Gerstorf, Lövdén, Röcke, Smith, & Lindenberger, 2007; Molenaar, Huizenga, & Nesselroade, 2003) . From this perspective, inferences cannot be made regarding within-person relations; it is upon future research to examine ergodicity questions about the equivalence of structural relations based on between-person and within-person variation (for discussion, see Molenaar et al., 2003; Sliwinski & Mogle, 2008) . One avenue to move toward this would be to utilize the strengths of measurement-burst designs to assess developmental processes that transpire over the course of days or weeks that can be linked to cognitive change taking place over the course of years (for discussion, see Nesselroade, 1991; Ram & Gerstorf, 2009 ). This would be akin to recent findings from Neupert and Allaire (2012) , who examined within-person coupling between control beliefs and cognition over 60 days, and found that control was coupled with concurrent and subsequent cognitive performance (see also, Agrigoroaei et al., 2013) . The next step would be to incorporate whether various physical activity and biological health factors may underlie control-cognition associations at the daily level. For example, higher levels of perceived control at the daily level may be associated with increased likelihood of performing strenuous exercise or eating a healthier diet, which has implications for biological health. If such burst designs are embedded in studies examining long-term longitudinal change, this would allow us to track whether daily processes surrounding perceived control, physical activity, biological health, and their across-domain interplay account for observed longitudinal changes in cognition.
Limitations and Outlook
In closing, we note several limitations of our study. First, although we conjointly targeted various physical activity and biological health factors as mediators of control-memory associations, there are other factors that were not available for our analyses. For example, we did not have access to indicators of immune system functioning, such as C-reactive protein or proinflammatory markers that are associated with the level of and change in cognition in adulthood and old age (Aiello et al., 2006) . This would allow for assessing whether biological health pathways underlying control-cognition associations also operate via immune system functioning, in addition to physical fitness and metabolic health. In a similar vein, we targeted each behavior and biological health indicator separately, but there may be synergistic effects across behavior, physical fitness, cardiovascular, and metabolic factors with genetic components (e.g., Bender & Raz, 2012; Podewils et al., 2005) . For example, the protective effects of perceived control on cognitive declines in adulthood and old age may differ for individuals who are carriers of the ε4 allele apolipoprotein E gene (Small, Rosnick, Fratiglioni, & Bäckman, 2004) . Second, cognition is a multidimensional construct, and we only focused on memory. For example, if data for crystallized abilities or processing speed had been available, we could have examined whether our findings generalize to other dimensions of cognitive functioning. Third, as panel surveys begin to incorporate biological health factors into their battery of assessments, it will be essential for researchers to target bidirectional associations between psychosocial and biological indicators. For example, perceived control is predictive of physical fitness and metabolic health, but the association may also operate in the reverse direction, with people who are biologically fitter having stronger beliefs that they can exert influence onto their life circumstances. Such tests of bidirectional associations can be done with only two waves of data, with the advancement of latent change score models (Ferrer & McArdle, 2010) . Fourth, our subsample from the larger HRS was a select group of participants in that they were younger and overall healthier than the group from which they were selected. In our view, this provides a conservative estimate of associations present in the general population. Finally, we have deliberately chosen a very liberal criterion of p Ͻ .05, with a large sample size, because of the exploratory nature of our (mediator) analyses. Future research needs to examine whether or not the effects observed here for a national sample are particularly pronounced among certain subgroups. For example, it is possible that perceived control may have particularly pronounced protective effects against cognitive declines among subgroups of the population who exhibit high cardiometabolic risk in young adulthood and midlife, which are precursors for declines in cognition and development of cardiovascular disease in old age (see Grundy et al., 2005; Spiro & Brady, 2011) .
In sum, our study highlights the importance of perceptions of control for cognitive change in adulthood and old age. Our study adds to conceptual models of control and extant empirical evidence that shows higher levels of perceived control are predictive of better levels and more positive change in cognitive functioning (Caplan & Schooler, 2003; Lachman, 2006; Windsor & Anstey, 2008) . As an extension of previous research, our study has shed light on possible behavior and biological health factors that underlie control-cognition associations. We take our results to provide impetus for future research to examine how and why risk and protective factors, like perceived control, are associated with changes in cognition in adulthood and old age.
